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THE MILLERS' APPEAL.

T HE import duty on flour coming into Canada is
5e cents per barrel. The import duty on the

quantity of wheat required to make a barrel of flour is
67,'- cents. (In this comparison I take the quantity of
wheat-4!4 bushels-required to make a barrel of flour
in the best mills, handled n the best and most careful
way. The average quantity of wheat actually used in
the mills of either Canada or the United States is not
under 4 bushels 45 lbs., on which quantity the duty the
Canadian miller has te pay is 71,4 cents, or 21M cents
over the duty paid by the American miler who sends
in flour).

The American miller pays freight on 196 lbs. (Flour.)
The Canadian miller pays freight on 270 lbs. to 285

lbs. (Wheat.)
The American has a further advantage over the Cana-

dian miller in the bran and shorts, for while the former
sells his in the Eastern States markets, free of duty of
course, the Canadian has to sell much of his n the same
market, paying the United States Customs duty of 20
per cent.

Our position so far as the present Canadian Customs
duties on the raw material, and on the nanufactured
article are concerned, is illustrated by the following case:

The American miller sends into Canada one thousand
barrels of flour, and stores it in bond. The Canadian
miiter brings in enough American wheat to make one
thousand barrels of flour, grinds it in bond and stores
it in the same warehouse in which the American miller
has his thousand barrels stored. The two men, or their
agents, go to the Custons to pay their duty. The
American miller has te pay $5o ; the Canadian miller
has te pay $567.

Tlat such laws could evet have been made by a Gov-
ernment whose existence was and is due to their adop-
tion of the policy of protection to home industry, seems
impossible. Yet it was done by them, but dont in error,
an error that has never been attempted in Plarliament
or out of Parliament to justify. The appeal of the mill-
ers is that this error be corrected.

Not only have we a right to demand that the protec-
tion now given by the Canadian tariff to Amercan
millers should be removed, but we have a right te de-
mand also, under our system of protection to home
industry, that soie protection should be given to us as
against foreign millers, in the same way that protection
ta Canadian as against American manutacturers is given
by our tarift, in all other lines of manufacture.

It bas been said that the request of the millers that
the duty be made $: per barrel would, if complied with,
increase the cost of flour to the consumer. But the con-
tention of the framers of and the believers in the Na-
tional Policy, was and is, that protection does not mn-
rrease the cost to the consumer. The milling capacity
of Canada is largely in excess of what is requircd te
make all the flour that is consumed in the Dominion.
The mills are scattered all over the country, and are
owned by more than 2,roo different owners. This being
the case, there is no human possibility of the millers
advancing the price of flour. As well might the farmers
be suspected of an intention to combine to raise the
price of wheat. The competition in either case is too
great, and the înterests to wide-spread. The con-
sumers of Canada will not have to pay either more or
less for their bread by such a correction of the tariff as
will make it possible to grind the flour that it is made
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from in Canada instea' of in the United States, while
the Canadian mill owners, their employees, and others
amongst us, in a less direct way will benefit by the cost
of manufacturing, which benefit is now enjoyed instead
by the corresponding classes in the United States.

There are at this monent stored in Montreal about

70,000 barrels of American flour, while. few if any mills
in Canada, are running enough to make expenses.

No one who gives our case a lttle consideration will
confound our appeal with the requests of those manu-
facturers who are asking for "increased protection."
We have no protection. The Aneric.n miller has the
protection, and has It by the Canadian Tariff of Cus.
toms.

We are asking to have an error rectified. We respect-
fully submit the above facts for the consideration of
people who may not have had occasion to investigate
the desperate condition to which the milling business
of Canada is reduced.

M. McLAUGIILIN,
Chairman of the Millers' Delegation.

Toronto, Feb. 23, 1889.
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ARE FOUNDRY PATTERNS TOOLS?

W E have been asked if the word "tools," in the
following form of policy upon a machine shop

and foundry, would cover foundry patterns. The policy
reads:-$,5oo upon fixed and moveablemachinery,
engine, lathes and tools, and $50o on stock, etc."

By a fire underwriter, the answer would at once be
that foundry patterns were not covered under this form,
because from the peculiar nature ot this class of patterns
and their status as to value, it has always been the
usage to cover theni specifically, and in fixed sums,
usually not in excess of fifty per cent. of their value.
They are also regarded by fire underwriters as of two
kinds or classes, vir.: those "in daily use," as stove
patterns or some certain knds of standard machines or
machinery, which hence have a permanent value.
Another class is those patterns made for some special
temporary service, and after once using art laid aside
until, perhaps, soine other chance job mav bring them
or some portion of them into use again. These are held
to have no insurable value, as they have been atseady
paid for to their full value by the party calling them
into use, hence they cost the foundry man nothing. In
large shops, this class is found in large quantities, and
they are usualty held by their owners at their original
valuation, especially if they are to be sold to an insur-
ance company in consequence of a fire.

Furthermore, there car be no ambiguity in the word
" tool," which is defined to be "an instrument of mnanual
operation ; particularly such as are used by artirans,
mechanics and handicraftsmen."

"An implement of labor, as hammer, saw, plane and
the like. An implement for some operation, commonly
used by he hand of one nian, in some nanual labor."

A pattern is an original or model prepared for imita-
tion, that which is to be copied or imitated, either in
things or in actions ; anythng cut or formed into shape
of something to be made after it. (Webster.)

Inplements : Such things as are used or employed
for a trade. Things of necessary use in any trade or
mystery, with %%'îich the work cannot be performed.
Whatever may supply wants, particularly when applied
to "tools," utensils, vessels or instruments of labor, as
implements of trade, husbandry, etc. (Webster.)

From the definîtions of these several words, tools,
implements, and patterns, it is evident that a " pattern"
cannot be considered in the light of a "tool," because
it is neither a hammer, a saw, a plane or anything of a
simliar or like nature in the matter of use, for it is never
used by the hand of the operative, or manually, except
merely to be placed in a position for the formation
around it of the mould for the reception of the material
of which the thing is to be composed. It is no more of
a tooe than type in a printing office, and types have been
held by the Sup. Ind. Court of Massachusetts as not
being încluded in the term i tool."

A pattern, so te speak, is but a passive implemen,
while the very nature of a " tool" is, on the contrary, an
active one, when in usc-as a saw or hammer-propelled
by active manual labor, while forming the subject; and no
practical mechanic would ever call a foundry patterh a
toc!. A pattern is an implement, but all implements
are not necessarily "tools."

Nevertheless, to prevent any misunderttanding, when
machine shop and foundry risks are to be covered by
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